The Observations: CI vs. CO
The DR21 HII region/molecular cloud core has long been subject of detailed studies, which have led to a comprehensive view of the region. Measuring several parsecs in diameter at a distance of 1.5 kpc (Bontemps et al., in prep.) , it harbors probably one of the most extended bipolar outflow in the Galaxy. The region contains a compact HII region at the center and two extended lobes of shocked H 2 emission running along an axis from NE to SW. The molecular material found in the lobes was presumably ripped off a dense molecular ridge that is aligned N-S, and the wind originating from DR21 is about to break through the cavity (Lane et al. 1990 ).
Figure 1:
KOSMA 13 CO 2-1 velocity integrated intensity between −6 and 1 kms −1 (contours) on top of an 8 µm MSX image. The DR21 region mapped in both CI lines and CO 7-6 is marked by a box (cf. Figure 2 ).
Besides
13 CO 2-1 (Figure 1 ), we have gathered observational data of both [CI] lines that are assumed to be optically thin. We find, that the ratio of the integrated intensity is almost constant at about 0.9 in the mapped region (compare with Figure 2 ). This indicates that the [CI] lines have their origin in a warm environment. The emission roughly follows the shape of the low-J 13 CO maps. This clearly is in contrast to the CO 7-6 map, which shows strong emission toward the DR21 core and the outflow lobes, but not along the ridge in the vicinity of DR21(OH) and FIR1 (cf. Figure 3 ).
Figure 2:
KOSMA observations of [CI] 3 P 1 − 3 P 0 (left, in contours), [CI] 3 P 1 − 3 P 0 (greyscale) and CO 7-6 (right) of the DR21/DR21(OH) region.
The ISO LWS sample
Seven ISO-LWS positions (see Figure 3 ) cover the core (#2), the east and west lobe of the DR21 outflow (#1 and #3) and two positions in between (DR21 East and West). The two nearby sources DR21(OH) and DR21 FIR1 lie inside the dust lane to the north. At position #2, the continuum peak corresponds to L 44−197µm = 4 × 10 4 L . This result is consistent with earlier results (Harvey et al. 1977) , when using the old distance estimate of 3 kpc instead of 1.5 kpc. All major cooling lines are most pronounced, but the line cooling efficiency (L Lines /L Cont ) is much lower than towards the eastern and western lobes (up to 1% at position #1). Especially to the east, the 63µm [OI] line intensity shows a strong eastwest asymmetry and extends beyond the continuum source.
Molecular Gas: Physical Conditions
We compare the observed 12 CO and 13 CO line intensities for position #2 with a set of escape probability models at different CO column and H 2 volume densities, as well as kinetic temperatures. Two models are found to match the KOSMA and ISO line intensities (see Figure 4 ). However, n(H 2 ) varies by a factor of 10 between the two solutions, whereas N(CO) and T kin are better constrained. We therefore included a 12 CO and 13 CO 9-8 observation of comparable beam width (Boreiko & Betz 1991) . It is compatible with the 10 4 cm −3 model, but since 12 CO 9-8 is not fitting at all, we presume a calibration error for both lines. More valuable 13 CO observations with high-J are planed with KOSMA.
Figure 4:
Observed CO line intensities (at position #2) as a function of J upper . The two lines represent best-fitting escape probability models assuming a 12 CO/ 13 CO abundance of 33. The strong self absorption dip seen in the low-J and mid-J CO lines has not been accounted for.
